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Simulation of an HWCVD process
for silicon deposition
H ot - w ire c hem i c a l va p o r d e p o s i ti o n (H WC VD ) i s a promi s i ng al ter nati v e to pl as ma-bas ed depo sit ion proc e sse s f or c re a ti n g h i g h -q u a l i ty a n d d e fec t-free c oati ngs on l arge s urfac es . A t the F raunhofer IST, t his
m e t hod is use d i n p a rti c u l a r fo r th e p roduc ti on of di amond- and s i l i c on-bas ed l ay ers . W i th a sim ulat ion
m ode l t he f ilm th i c k n e s s d i s tri b u ti o n a n d gas y i el d c an be predi c ted i n good agreement wi th e xper im ent
a nd t hus H WC V D p ro c e s s e s ca n b e o pti mi z ed wi th res pec t to l ay er thi c knes s homogenei ty and gas
ut iliz a t ion.
Modeling the HWCVD process

movement of all gas particles, their sorting into ‘cells’, and the

Unlike other low-pressure coating processes there is no plasma

static treatment of particle collision within the same cell take

discharge in the HWCVD process but instead current-heated

place one after the other in short time cycles. In this way the

tungsten wires are used to initiate the precursor decompo-

Boltzmann transport equation is effectively solved by statistical

sition reactions required for the coating. In order to deposit

methods.

silicon on the substrate which is to be treated, silane (SiH4), for
example, is let into the reactor and at temperatures of about

The geometry of a coating chamber is represented in the form

2000 °C decomposed at the wires into silicon and hydrogen.

of meshed wall panels. In a movement step collisions between
particles and walls are considered, the particles can be

Modeling these processes calls for mapping of the gas flow

reflected or enter into chemical reactions with the material of

and particle yield at the wires and walls. In the case of silicon

the wall. With the DSMC method no 3D meshing of the total

layers with SiH4 and NH3 as process gases, deposition typically

volume is thus required, only the walls need to be available in

takes place in the pressure range of 1 to 10 Pa. The modeling

a 2D-meshed form. This considerably simplifies in particular

processes which are based on continuum flow dynamics

the description of the thin heating wires, whose diameter is

are inaccurate at such low pressures. For this reason the

less than 1 mm. Otherwise, a 3D meshing of a volume of the

particle-based Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method

order of magnitude of 1 m3 while still taking into account

is used at the Fraunhofer IST to describe the HWCVD process.

details in the submillimeter range would be almost impossible.

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC)

Example: Silicon deposition on a steel substrate

In the DSMC simulation method individual representative

Silicon deposition by HWCVD is simulated in the example of

gas molecules in the form of particles are considered. The

the in-line HWCVD unit at the Fraunhofer IST (see Figure 1).
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A coating chamber in this system consists of a gas distributor,

1

a wire array between the gas distributor and the substrate,

at the Fraunhofer IST for de-

and the steel substrate itself, measuring 800 x665 mm2. The

positing coatings containing

flow of SiH4 used in the experiments is 90 sccm or 150 sccm

silicon.

In-line HWCVD facility

while the process pressure is set at 1 or 2 Pa. In the model the
wire temperature is 2100 °C – at this temperature there is a

2

full decomposition of the silane. Despite the greatly simplified

chamber showing the Si-gas

reaction model, there is good agreement between experiment

concentration (0 - 3.5%) in

and simulation (see Figure 3 and the graph below). Further

cross section.

Model of an HWCVD

details can be found in [Pflug2015].
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Comparison of a photo-

Process parameters, simulated gas utilization and

graph and a simulation of a

deposition rate compared with the experiment.

coated metal plate showing
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